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Mechanisms of one-photon two-site double ionization after resonant
inner-valence excitation in Ne clusters
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The role of interatomic and intermolecular energy and charge-transfer processes in weakly bound matter is
currently lively debated due to emerging destructive low-energy electrons and radicals. Here, we discuss two
mechanisms of single-photon two-site double ionization occurring competitively or subsequently to resonant
interatomic Coulombic decay (rICD) in inner-valence (2s → np) excited Ne dimers and clusters. The first
mechanism is photoelectron-impact ionization which is, in general, not related to resonant excitation, but in the
present case strongly enhanced and, thus, observable due to resonant excitation. Studying this mechanism at its
energetic threshold enables addressing a subset of Ne dimers with selected bond lengths. The second mechanism
is collisional ionization of energetic Rydberg atoms, which are produced by rICD in Ne clusters and may be
ionized by collisions with neutrals on their way through the medium. Both mechanisms are identified by the
coincident detection of charged products and, for the case of collisional ionization, confirmed by calculations.
These mechanisms produce one more low-energy electron and ion than conventional rICD and, thus, should be
considered in the discussion of the biochemical impact of photoinduced rICD processes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.5.013055

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-energy electrons (LEEs), ions, and radicals, emerg-
ing in dense matter upon the exposure to ionizing radiation
are a main mediator of radiation damage [1–4] due to their
ability to induce severe damage to the basic structures of
living organisms, e.g., DNA molecules. Because of the com-
plexity of the damaging mechanisms, however, the details of
the radiation damage remain poorly understood on a molec-
ular level. Among the unsolved issues is the exact number
and location of emergence of genotoxic particles per sin-
gle photon-molecule interaction. Furthermore, the precise
quantification of contributions from direct damage, induced
directly by the ionization event, and indirect damage, induced
by secondary processes, is still an open question [5].

In the recent decades, theoretical and experimental
progress revealed that, contrary to isolated atoms, in weakly
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bound clusters a variety of interatomic (intermolecular)
charge- or energy-transfer processes may occur upon pho-
toionization or electronic excitation [6]. Many of these
processes result in nonlocal autoionization or charge redistri-
bution with important consequences for the reaction products
of light-matter interactions. By now, interatomic Coulom-
bic decay (ICD) and a plethora of related processes have
been investigated in detail in many different systems, rang-
ing from prototypical noble-gas clusters to microhydrated
biomolecules and liquid water [7]. Since typically LEEs and
energetic ions are the results of such processes, the relevance
of interatomic decay mechanisms in real-life systems is cur-
rently lively debated.

On the one hand, the local emission of LEEs due to ICD
or related processes may contribute to radiation damage in
biological tissue after exposure to ionizing radiation (e.g.,
ultraviolet or x-ray photons) by causing single-, double-,
multiple-strand breaks [1,8], or clustered damage [9]. On
the other hand, this damage could be introduced on purpose
using certain marker elements in radiation therapies [5,10].
To the best of our knowledge, ICD has, however, not yet
been observed directly to cause radiation damage in biological
systems.

Regarding radiobiological relevance, the resonant variant
of ICD, resonant interatomic Coulombic decay (rICD), is
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of particular interest, occurring, e.g., after resonant inner
valence excitation or as part of decay cascades after reso-
nant Auger decay [11–13]. Resonant excitation allows the
element-, site-, and state-selective release of genotoxic reac-
tion products, making it a promising candidate for targeted
radiation therapies [10,14]. It is, therefore, all the more impor-
tant to understand the number and properties of rICD reaction
products in detail.

In the present paper, we focus on mechanisms resulting
in emission of two LEEs from Ne dimers and clusters after
absorption of a single photon. Single-photon double ioniza-
tion is a well-studied process in isolated atoms [15–17] and
molecules [18,19] giving access to the investigation of elec-
tron correlation. In extended systems, such as prototypical
clusters, additional channels for double ionization open due
to correlations between neighbors and collisions of outgoing
particles.

Here, we demonstrate that rICD produces more LEEs and
ions than hitherto considered. In contrast to related processes,
in the present example the destructive effect is not constrained
to the location of the site of photoexcitation, but further
LEEs and ions emerge along the path of the primary reaction
products. Additionally, we demonstrate that also rICD’s main
competitor, local autoionization, may produce LEEs and ions
with specific properties by electron-impact ionization.

Resonant ICD was first observed in Ne clusters [11]. It can
occur, for example, after 2s → np resonant excitation of one
Ne atom in a cluster, exemplified by a dimer in Eq. (1),

Ne − Ne + hν −→ Ne∗(2s12p6np) − Ne. (1)

The np electron acts as a spectator during rICD, i.e., it
remains in its bound orbital. rICD may be described as

Ne∗(2s12p6np) − Ne

→ Ne∗(2p−1np) + Ne+(2p−1) + erICD. (2)

Consequently, free Rydberg atoms are produced in rICD,
which was confirmed by the observation of fluorescence sub-
sequent to rICD [20]. Although the Ne Rydberg atom is
neutral, the delocalization of the Rydberg electron makes the
Ne+ ion and the Ne∗ core feel a net repulsive Coulomb force.
Indeed, energetic Ne+ ions were experimentally observed
for rICD following 2s excitation to Rydberg orbitals with
n � 4 [21]. The kinetic-energy release (KER) of the ion-
Rydberg pair converges to the value of 2.3 eV for high n,
which is observed for purely ionic Ne+ − Ne+ repulsion [22],
and is somewhat lower for low n due to screening by the Ryd-
berg electron, namely, 1.5 eV for n = 4 and 1.7 eV for n = 5.
The Coulomb explosion can be assumed to be symmetric, i.e.,
the Rydberg atom will gain the same kinetic energy as the
Ne+ ion. As we will demonstrate below, the Rydberg atom has
enough kinetic energy to be ionized in collisions with neutrals
on their way through the medium.

Resonant ICD as described in Eq. (2) is not the only decay
path of the resonantly excited Ne. In isolated Ne atoms, local
autoionization is the dominant mode of relaxation, sketched
in Eq. (3), and only for very high n fluorescence emission
becomes competitive [23],

Ne∗(2s12p6np) → Ne+(2p−1) + eAI. (3)

Ne+ Ne+

Ne+ Ne

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. Illustration of the two-step photoelectron-impact ioniza-
tion in a Ne dimer. (a) An electron is released from one atom, either
by direct photoionization or, e.g., by autoionization of an excited
state. (b) The first electron impacts on the neighboring atom and
releases a secondary electron.

In the photon-energy-dependent ionization cross section of
atoms, the interference between direct 2p photoionization
and 2s → np excitation followed by autoionization is the
reason for pronounced asymmetric Fano resonances [24,25].
Theoretical estimates for Ne dimers predict autoionization to
dominate also over rICD for the lowest 2s → np excitation,
i.e., for n = 3 [26]. For n = 4 and n = 5, however, both pro-
cesses are about equally probable with increasing probability
for rICD for higher n. Although autoionization does not pro-
duce any LEEs directly, the resulting fast electron may do
so by inelastic scattering in the environment. In detail, this
mechanism can be regarded as a two-step process. First, a
fast electron is produced by either direct photoionization or
autoionization of the resonance. Second, the electron travels
towards a neighboring atom and knocks off another electron
in a (e, 2e) collision. For the case of the Ne dimer, the second
step can be written as

Ne+(2p−1) − Ne + ephoto/AI

−→ Ne+(2p−1) − Ne+(2p−1) + eAI + esc. (4)

The process of photoelectron-impact ionization is sketched
in Fig. 1. This mechanism is known to be the origin of
a pronounced background of LEEs in electron-spectroscopy
experiments on dense samples [27]. The properties of
(photo-)electron-impact ionization are accessible in experi-
ments on small systems and have been studied in detail for
the He dimer [28].

The two electrons originating from the
photoionization/autoionization (ephoto/AI) and the scattering
process (esc) share a fixed amount of energy, which can be
determined by

Ekin,ephoto/AI + Ekin,esc = hν − 2 IP − KER. (5)

Here, hν is the exciting-photon energy and IP is the one-
site single-ionization potential. The KER of the two resulting
ions is a function of the internuclear distance R at the moment
of the second ionization event. In the classical reflection ap-
proximation, which is valid for the Ne dimer [28], the KER of
two singly charged ions can be calculated from the Coulomb
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FIG. 2. Two-site DIP of the Ne dimer as a function of the inter-
nuclear distance R between the two Ne atoms (solid blue line). The
energetic positions of the 2s → 5p resonance (dashed red horizontal
line) and the dimer ground-state equilibrium distance Req (dashed
gray vertical line) are indicated. The probability distribution of R in
the Ne dimer ground state is sketched on an arbitrary probability axis
(taken from Ref. [28]). On the resonance, only dimers with inter-
nuclear distances larger than 3.15 Å can be ionized (see discussion
in Sec. II B), indicated by the gray shaded region to the right of the
dotted gray line. In general, for a given photon energy, only the subset
with R larger than the intersection point of photon energy and DIP
curve can be subject to double ionization.

law as

KER = e

4πε0R
, (6)

providing the KER in convenient units of eV and using the
elementary charge e and the vacuum permittivity ε0. In the
present paper, we intend to study the appearance of LEEs
and, therefore, investigate photoelectron-impact ionization at
its energetic threshold. It is obvious that, if the exciting-
photon energy only slightly exceeds the threshold energy
2 IP + KER(R), both emitted electrons are slow. The two-site
double ionization potential (DIP) as a function of the internu-
clear distance R is shown in Fig. 2, calculated according to
Eq. (6) plus twice the asymptotic atomic IP (21.56 eV).

Close to the energetic threshold, photoelectron-impact ion-
ization is elusive due to the low cross section. In the example
of Ne dimers, however, we take advantage of the fact that the
2s → 5p resonance is located just at the threshold energy of
electron-impact ionization (dashed red line in Fig. 2). The res-
onant excitation and subsequent production of photoelectrons
by autoionization considerably enhances the probability for
photoelectron-impact ionization and makes it observable. As
we will see below, fine-tuning of the exciting-photon energy
allows for selective production of ion pairs at defined internu-
clear distances.

In Sec. II, we will first discuss the two-site double ion-
ization of the Ne dimer by electron-impact ionization in the
vicinity of the 2s → 5p resonance. In Sec. III, we describe
the collisional ionization of Rydberg atoms formed by rICD
in larger Ne clusters.

II. BOND-LENGTH-SELECTIVE
PHOTOELECTRON-IMPACT IONIZATION IN NE DIMERS

A. Experiment

The experiments were carried out at the XUV beamline
UE112_PGM-1 of the synchrotron BESSY II (Helmholtz-
Zentrum Berlin, Germany) [29] in the single-bunch timing
mode (bunch spacing 800 ns), using linear horizontally po-
larized photons of 47.62–47.71 eV photon energy generated
by its elliptical undulator, repeatedly scanning the photon
energy across the maximum of the gas-phase Ne 2s → 5p
resonance at 47.69 eV [21,30]. We used a mobile cold target
recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) reaction
microscope [31–33] for our studies, see also Ref. [34]. The
Ne dimers were provided in a supersonic gas jet, which passed
two skimmers (300-μm diameter each) and was crossed with
the photon beam at a right angle. We used a gas mixture of
70% Ne and 30% He, a driving pressure of 6.3 bars, and a gas
nozzle of 5-μm diameter cooled down to 85 K, and achieved
a few percent of Ne dimers in our supersonic gas jet whereas
larger clusters were still absent. The employed COLTRIMS
spectrometer consisted of an ion arm of 7-cm acceleration
length and an electron arm of 6-cm acceleration and 12-cm
drift length (Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight focusing geome-
try). Both were equipped with a microchannel plate detector
(active area of 120-mm diameter) with hexagonal delay-line
position readout [35,36]. Electrons and ions were guided
by homogeneous electric (3.6-V/cm) and magnetic (2.55-G)
fields onto the two time- and position-sensitive detectors. The
field strengths were selected such that 4π sr collection solid
angle for electrons and ions has been achieved for electrons
up to 6-eV kinetic energy and molecular fragmentation in
Ne+/Ne+ pairs with a KER up to 8 eV. From the times of
flight and the positions of impact, the three-dimensional mo-
mentum vectors of all charged fragments of the photoreaction
were retrieved as well as all derived quantities, e.g., kinetic en-
ergies and emission angles. The ionic fragments were detected
in coincidence with two low-energy electrons. The coincident
detection of the ionic fragments provides further information:
The orientation of the dimer in the laboratory frame can be
deduced. This is possible if the breakup of the dimer happens
rapidly after the decay, and, accordingly, the dimer does not
have time to rotate [37,38]. Therefore, also the angle between
molecular axis and polarization vector is one of our possible
observables.

B. Results and discussion

The process of photoelectron-impact ionization [(e, 2e)
knock off] has been well studied in the He dimer [28]. As
discussed in Sec. I, the cross section of this mechanism is
expected to be enhanced on the Ne dimer 2s → 5p resonance
due to autoionization [Eq. (3)]. The yield of quadruple co-
incidences of two LEEs and two Ne+ ions as a function of
the exciting-photon energy across the 2s → 5p resonance is
shown in Fig. 3, and the resonance structure is clearly visible.

We observe the center of the resonance at 47.685 eV. The
resonance energy should be different for � and � resonance
states, and, therefore, depend on the angle θ between the
dimer axis and the polarization vector of the exciting radiation
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FIG. 3. Yield of Ne+/Ne+ ion pairs in coincidence with two low-
energy electrons across the 2s → 5p resonance in Ne dimers.

as has been observed and discussed before [21]. We confirm
this by plotting the coincidence counts as a function of the
exciting-photon energy and cos(θ ) in Fig. 4 and observe about
47.68 eV for � and about 47.69 eV for � excitations. These
values are shifted slightly to lower energies compared to the
atomic reference value of 47.693 eV [39]. Due to the low
statistics of the quadruple coincidences, these values seem
to be less accurate than those of Ref. [21], which reported

FIG. 4. Fourfold coincidence counts as functions of both the
exciting-photon energy and the cosine of the angle between the Ne
dimer molecular axis and the polarization vector of the incoming
light. � and � excitations show different excitation energies.

somewhat larger shifts of −30 meV for � and −13 meV for
� states.

Fortuitously, the energetic threshold for knock-off ioniza-
tion at the Ne dimer ground-state equilibrium distance is very
close to the 2s → 5p resonance. According to Fig. 2, the two-
site DIP at the Ne2 equilibrium distance (3.1 Å), indicated by
the dashed vertical line, is 47.76 eV. The minimum distance at
which two Ne atoms can be ionized with the photon energy at
the center of the 2s → 5p resonance 47.685 eV is 3.15 Å (dot-
ted vertical line in Fig. 2), with zero kinetic energy left for the
electrons. This means, if the exciting-photon energy is tuned
to the 2s → 5p resonance, only the dimers with a bond length
larger than 3.15 Å at the moment of photoionization can be
two-site doubly ionized. These dimers correspond to the gray
shaded area in the Ne2 ground-state probability distribution in
Fig. 2, which has been taken from Ref. [28].

The vicinity of a resonance is no principle prerequisite
for fine-tuning of the exciting-photon energy to address a
subset of dimers of a certain bond length. The cross section of
electron-impact ionization is, however, low when the excess
energy is very low, and the enhanced production of photo-
electrons on the resonance is a convenient advantage to study
this phenomenon in the Ne dimer. Tuning the exciting-photon
energy, e.g., to the 2s → 4p resonance at about 47.10 eV [21]
would select an even smaller subset of dimers with bond
lengths longer than 3.6 Å.

We envision the observed effect to be applied for steering
the fragmentation of larger molecules. In an extended system,
the range of tunable energies is much larger than in the present
prototype example. By tuning the exciting-photon energy pre-
cisely, two electronic vacancies may be created at defined sites
by the knock-off mechanism which results in dissociation.

III. COLLISIONAL IONIZATION OF ENERGETIC
RYDBERG ATOMS FORMED BY RESONANT ICD

IN NE CLUSTERS

A. Experiment

In a second experiment we investigated in more detail
the emission of LEEs in the context of rICD following
2s → 4p and 2s → 5p excitations in larger Ne clusters. Also
this second experiment was performed at the UE112_PGM-1
beamline of BESSY II, see Sec. II A. The setup has been
described in detail in several previous publications [40–42].
Briefly, it consists of two chambers, separated by a 1-mm
skimmer. The cluster jet is produced by supersonic expansion
of Ne gas through a conical copper nozzle of a 30◦ opening
angle and 80-μm diameter. The nozzle is cryogenically cooled
by a constant flow of liquid He. The measurements were con-
ducted at 50 K and 1.2 bars driving pressure. Using empirical
scaling laws, the mean cluster size of the resulting jet can be
estimated to be 〈N〉 = 270 [43].

In the main chamber, the cluster jet was crossed with
linearly polarized monochromatic synchrotron radiation. At
exciting-photon energies around the Ne 2s edge, the photon
bandwidth was about 6 meV. Electrons emitted at the crossing
point of cluster jet and synchrotron radiation were detected
by a magnetic bottle time-of-flight electron spectrometer. The
time of flight of each electron was determined by measuring
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each individual detector event with respect to a reference
clock synchronized to the circulation of the electron bunch
in the storage ring, which was operated in the single-bunch
mode, i.e., providing an exciting-photon pulse every 800 ns.
The time-of-flight axis was calibrated to electron kinetic en-
ergies using well-known photoemission lines of Ne atoms.
Since electron coincidences are measured as two events on the
same detector, dead times of the electronics result in a narrow
blind window of kinetic energies in which no coincidences
can be detected. A common procedure using data acquisition
during the time interval of two consecutive excitation pulses
was used to eliminate random coincidences in the electron
spectra [44].

B. Theory

As a complement to the experimental study on the kinetic
energies of the electrons and ions produced by rICD, we cal-
culated the potential-energy curves (PECs) of the rICD final
states, i.e., Ne∗(2p−1np)-Ne+(2p−1) states, to identify their
character (bound or dissociative) and to estimate the KER of
possible dissociation products.

The computation of accurate Ne∗(2p−1np)-Ne+(2p−1)
PECs is very challenging due to their Rydberg character. Their
accurate description requires high-level ab initio methods as
well as carefully chosen basis sets. We computed the PECs
using the equation-of-motion coupled cluster singles and
doubles method as implemented in the GAMES-US software
packages. In our calculations, we used restricted open-shell
Hartree-Fock reference states. For the computation of PECs
of Ne∗(2p−1np)-Ne+(2p−1) states, we started initially from
positively charged ionized states and finally computed the
excited states.

To find an appropriate basis set, we started from the cc-
pVTZ basis set and externally added 7p functions on both Ne
atoms in an evenly tempered manner. The external p functions
have been generated with a ratio of 2.5 starting from the low-
est coefficient of the p-type function of the cc-pVTZ basis set.
In our calculations, D2h symmetry has been used. We com-
puted the PECs in the six irreducible representations. In the
B2u irreducible representation, we have computed the PECs
for the seven lowest Ne∗(2p−1np)-Ne+(2p−1) states. Among
the seven states, five states are dissociative and two states
are bound ones. From the PECs of dissociative character, we
estimated the amount of KER of each dissociation product. To
estimate the KER of individual Ne atoms from the PEC, we
first considered the energy at the ground-state equilibrium ge-
ometry of Ne2, and later on we considered the energy at a very
large distance between two Ne atoms. Finally, we computed
the energy difference between these two geometries. From
the computed PECs in the B2u representation, we estimated
that each Ne atom can gain kinetic energy between 1.4 and
1.85 eV. Figure 5 represents the PECs in the B2u irreducible
representation.

Analogously, we have also computed the PECs for the
eight lowest Ne∗(2p−1np)-Ne+(2p−1) states in B2g, the five
lowest states in B1g, and the nine lowest states in B1u, the
six lowest states in Ag, and the nine lowest states in Au irre-
ducible representations. All of them show similar behavior,
namely, that most of the states are repulsive and the resulting

FIG. 5. PECs of the seven lowest Ne∗(2p−1np)-Ne+(2p−1) states
in the B2u irreducible representation. The dashed vertical line indi-
cates the equilibrium distance in the neutral Ne dimer.

fragments obtain kinetic energy in the range of about 1.4–
2.0 eV.

C. Results and discussion

The main experimental result of this study is presented
in Fig. 6. It shows the KER of two Ne+ ions for different
exciting-photon energies on and off the 2s → np resonances
for n = 4, 5, now measured for larger clusters. Due to the con-
straints of the experiment, we would not measure a fourfold
coincidence of two ions and two electrons, but we infer the
creation of two Ne+ ions in a single-ionization event from the
coincident detection of two LEEs. The KER is not measured
directly in this experiment. However, since asymptotically all
Coulomb repulsion will be converted to KER, it can be cal-
culated as difference of the energy available through resonant
excitation hνexc and the sum of the kinetic energies of two
LEEs, Ekin1 and Ekin2, detected in coincidence, and two times
the ionization potential IPcluster of Ne atoms bound in a cluster,

KER = hνexc − Ekin1 − Ekin2 − 2 IPcluster. (7)

IPcluster = 20.9 eV is determined under the same experi-
mental conditions via IPcluster = hνexc − Ekin,2p by measuring
the 2p photoelectron kinetic energy Ekin,2p. It is shifted to
lower binding energies compared to the atomic value due
to final-state polarization. Only coincidence events of two
LEEs with kinetic energies below 10 eV are considered in the
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FIG. 6. KER of two resulting Ne+ ions for different exciting-
photon energies on and off resonance, experimentally determined by
applying Eq. (7). (a) Below the 2s → 4p resonance. (b) On the 2s →
4p resonance. (c) Between the 2s → 4p and 2s → 5p resonances.
(d) On the 2s → 5p resonance. (e) Above the 2s ionization threshold.
For better visualization, the two spectra measured on resonance are
shown in red.

analysis. For all spectra, the exciting-photon energy is well
below the one-site Ne2+ double-ionization potential, which is
at about 62.5 eV [45]. The two LEEs, hence, must be emitted
from two different Ne atoms within the cluster.

The blue spectra in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) have been taken off-
resonance and below the Ne 2s ionization potential. There is a
single feature observed, peaking at a KER of 1.3 eV (indicated
by the vertical dashed lines in all panels). The peak in the KER
spectrum corresponds to Coulomb repulsion of two ions at the
internuclear distance of 11.1 Å. There is no electron correla-
tion which is able to act over this distance. The only possible
way to create two LEEs at distant sites is via photoelectron-
impact ionization, just as in Sec. II and illustrated in Fig. 7
(see also Ref. [42]). Contrary to the dimer case, however, in
clusters the (e, 2e) collision can take place at much larger dis-
tances and, therefore, at lower onset energies. The KER peak
at 1.3 eV represents the most likely distance of the collision.
The impact-ionization cross section depends on the electron’s

Ne+

Ne+

Ne+

Ne

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. Illustration of the electron-impact ionization in a large Ne
cluster. (a) An electron is released from one atom in the cluster ei-
ther by direct photoionization (as shown) or, e.g., by autoionization.
(b) On its way through the cluster, the electron impacts on another
Ne atom and releases a secondary electron. Compared to the dimer
case (see Fig. 1), this process can happen at much larger distances,
i.e., the first electron may pass several atoms and impact on a remote
other Ne atom. The distance between the two sites is reflected in the
KER of the ions and the kinetic energy of the resulting electrons.

kinetic energy, which explains small deviations of the shape of
this feature in the spectra. The spectrum in Fig. 6(a) has been
taken at 46.0 eV, i.e., 46.0 eV − 2 · 20.9 eV = 4.2 eV are left
for the kinetic energy of the ions and the shortest possible
distance for electron-impact ionization is 3.4 Å. Given the fact
that two electrons with close to zero kinetic energies cannot
be detected in coincidence (see Sec. III A) and that cross
sections for impact ionization are low at these low excess ener-
gies, the experimentally observed onset at 4.0 eV in Fig. 6(a)
is in good agreement. In line with these considerations, the
onset shifts to about 5.4 eV in the spectrum in Fig. 6(c), taken
at 47.4 eV and, thus, at 1.4-eV higher photon energy than the
spectrum in Fig. 6(a). Therefore, at 47.4 eV, Ne atoms as close
as 2.6 Å can be ionized by photoelectron impact.

Above the 2s ionization potential, a second feature appears
in the spectrum [Fig. 6(e)], peaking at KER = 4.6 eV. This
feature can be attributed to ICD, which is very fast and hap-
pens close to the Ne2 equilibrium distance of 3.1 Å [22].
Importantly, from this feature we confirm that our method of
KER determination from the kinetic energy of the two emitted
electrons is valid. The spectra in Figs. 6(b) and 6(d) have been
measured on the 2s → 4p and 2s → 5p resonances, respec-
tively. Pure rICD cannot contribute to these spectra since it
only produces a single LEE. The experimental results show,
however, that there is another process at play which produces
a second LEE. Although it cannot fully be disentangled from
the contribution of electron-impact ionization, the KER of this
additional process corresponds to distances intermediate be-
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FIG. 8. Spectra of single low-energy electrons (blue traces) and
coincident pairs (each electron counted individually) of two low-
energy electrons (red traces) on (a) the 2s → 4p resonance and
(b) the 2s → 5p resonance.

tween the equilibrium Ne2 distance and the average distance
of electron-impact ionization.

To elucidate the nature of the underlying process leading to
emission of the second LEE, we compare the spectra of singly
and pairwise emitted LEEs on the resonances in Fig. 8. The
features observed in the single LEE spectra (blue curves) are
well known [11]. Most prominent are the features caused by
rICD peaking at about 2.5 eV for the 2s → 4p resonance and
about 2.0 eV for the 2s → 5p resonance. Shape and energetic
positions of these features agree well with the spectra of
rICD electrons observed in earlier work [11]. Note that the
assignment of the 2s → np resonance series has been refined
after the first work on rICD in Ne clusters [46]. Features at
higher kinetic energies can be attributed to excitons excited
by photoelectron impact [11,47,48]. In this mechanism, the
emitted photoelectron loses a predefined amount of energy by
scattering at a neutral atom, exciting it into an excitonic state.
The energetic position of the main feature originating from
exciton excitation can be estimated by subtracting the binding
energy of the photoelectron (about 21 eV for Ne clusters)
and the lowest excitonic excitation in Ne (between 17 and
18 eV) from the photon energy (47.04 eV on the 2s → 4p
resonance) [47]. The residual kinetic energy of the scattered
electron is, thus, between 8 and 9 eV and matches well with
the observation in Fig. 8(a). Further features from excitation
of higher excitonic states appear at lower kinetic energies.

Ne NeNe*

Ne+ NeNe*

NeNe+ Ne+

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 9. Illustration of the collisional ionization observed in the
cluster. (a) Resonant photoexcitation of one atom in the cluster.
(b) Resonant interatomic Coulombic decay with emission of a slow
electron. (c) Coulomb explosion and subsequent collision of the
Rydberg atom with a neutral partner, releasing the Rydberg electron
by using part of the kinetic energy of the Ne∗ atom.

Additionally, a feature peaking at zero kinetic energy is
observed. Electron-impact ionization and multiple-scattering
processes contribute to this common phenomenon in spectra
of dense samples [27]. Note that the spectrometer used in
the pioneering work on rICD [11] was much less sensitive to
zero-kinetic-energy electrons compared to the magnetic bottle
spectrometer used in the present experiment.

Let us now discuss possible mechanisms explaining the
emission of two LEEs after resonant excitation, resulting in
higher KER of the ions and, thus, happening at shorter dis-
tances than electron-impact ionization. From the decay of
electronic excitations in atoms, it is well known that two
electrons can be emitted simultaneously due to electron corre-
lation, consider, e.g., double Auger decay [49–52]. In clusters,
recently a variant of ICD was observed which emits two LEEs
due to interatomic energy transfer [53,54]. We can rule out
such correlative mechanisms in the present case for mainly
two reasons. First, these processes can be considered to hap-
pen instantaneously compared to nuclear motion, implying
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that both electrons would be emitted simultaneously at the
Ne2 equilibrium distance. From the KER spectra on resonance
in Fig. 6, however, we see that the two electrons are created
further apart. Second, in correlative effects the electrons share
their energy. From comparison of the spectra of single LEEs
(blue curves) with those of pairwise emitted LEEs (red curves)
in Fig. 8, it becomes clear that this is not the case, but that one
of the detected electrons has the same kinetic energy as the
electrons emitted due to rICD. These facts suggest that the
two electrons are emitted in a cascade of two steps, the first of
which is rICD. The resulting neutral Rydberg atoms, produced
in an Ne∗ 2p−1nl configuration, cannot autoionize as their
internal energy does not exceed the ionization potential.

The only possible mechanism for the second ionization
seems to be the collision of the Rydberg atoms with other
neutral atoms. Since the orbit radius of the 4p/5p electron
exceeds the Ne2 internuclear distance, it can be assumed that
in the Coulomb explosion the Ne Rydberg atom and the Ne+
ion separate symmetrically with identical amounts of kinetic
energy. The values observed experimentally for energetic ions
on the 2s → 4p and 2s → 5p resonances are 1.5 and 1.7 eV,
respectively, [21]. These values are in good agreement with
our theoretical estimations from the Ne∗(2p−1np)-Ne+(2p−1)
PECs and exceed the ionization potentials of the 2p−14p
and 2p−15p Rydberg atoms, which are 1.3 and 0.8 eV, re-
spectively, confirming that collisional ionization is possible.
The three-step process of collisional ionization is sketched in
Fig. 9.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In two different coincidence experiments, we observed
mechanisms of single-photon two-site double ionization af-
ter resonant 2s → np photoexcitation of Ne dimers and

clusters. In the experiment on dimers, we found (e, 2e)
photoelectron-impact ionization to be resonantly enhanced by
autoionization. In the vicinity of the Ne 2s → 5p resonance
because of the bond-length dependence of the KER only a
subset of dimers, those with bonds longer than the equilibrium
distance, are accessible to double ionization.

In larger Ne clusters, energetic Rydberg atoms are pro-
duced via resonant interatomic Coulombic decay. Single and
coincident electron spectra and KER spectra reveal the emis-
sion of two low-energy electrons in a cascade of two different
steps, the first one being rICD and the second collisional
ionization of the Rydberg atom. This interpretation is in line
with earlier experimental observations of single energetic ions
and our own theoretical calculations of the Ne∗(2p−1np)-
Ne+(2p−1) PECs.

Although resonant ICD in the radiation-damage context
has so far only been discussed regarding the local emission
of the ICD electron itself, our results demonstrate that, after
resonant excitation of weakly bound systems, destructive low-
energy electrons and ions are not only produced locally in the
primary reaction. On their way through the medium, energetic
reaction products emitted in competition or subsequently to
the ICD electron can produce further LEEs. We believe our
findings to be relevant for modeling the role of rICD in radia-
tion damage or radiation therapy.
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